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Vumetric Cybersecurity

Penetration Testing for SaaS
Company

PROJECT DETAILS

A Cybersecurity

B Jul. 2022

C $10,000 to $49,999

D
"They were very professional and
friendly to work with."

PROJECT SUMMARY

Vumetric Cybersecurity did extensive external and

internal penetration testing on a SaaS company's

environment and network infrastructure. They

identified the issues and rectified them to comply

with SOC2.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

Vumetric Cybersecurity

completed the project, which

met the client's expectations.

They regularly communicated

with the client during the

engagement. Their

professionalism and friendly

approach impressed the

client.
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Vumetric Cybersecurity

The Client

Please describe your company and your position
there.

I am the owner of a SAAS based transaction processing and

Document Conversion Service companya

The Challenge

For what projects/services did your company hire
Vumetric Cybersecurity?

External and Internal penetration testing of our infrastructure as

we handle consumer oriented information that is timely and in

many cases, private and confidential.

E Owner, SaaS
Company

G Software

H 11-50 Employees

F Dorval, Quebec

CLIENT RATING

4.5
Overall Score

Quality: 4.5

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 4.5

Would Refer: 4.5
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The Approach

How did you select this vendor and what were the
deciding factors?

We worked with Vumetric in 2021 and were fully satisfied with their

services and recommendations

Describe the project in detail and walk through the
stages of the project.

Vumetric performed extensive external penetration testing on our

environment and then internal testing on our infrastructure to

provide us potential issues and remediation that may be helpful to

attain SOC2 compliance

How many resources from the vendor's team worked
with you, and what were their positions?

We had one manager and two technical resources from Vumetric

that worked with our team

The Outcome

Can you share any outcomes from the project that
demonstrate progress or success?

A full report of their findings from the internal and external

penetration tests were provided as well as a report detailing 7

remediation items that were highly suggested.

How effective was the workflow between your team
and theirs?

Communication was constant and Vumetric met all the milestones

they detailed in the quotation.

Vumetric Cybersecurity
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What did you find most impressive or unique about
this company?

They were very professional and very friendly to work with. Good

communication and detailed information provided in both the

quotation and the detailed reports provided.

Are there any areas for improvement or something
they could have done differently?

At this time, I am very comfortable to recommend Vumetric and will

probably continue to utilize their services

info@vumetric.com

1-877-805-7475

www.vumetric.com

Vumetric Cybersecurity
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